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I slept in last Sunday and was late getting to the field….the car park was nearly full and I think I got
the very last available front row spot. The place was buzzing and although the weather was pretty average,
there were four models in the air and several others preparing to get going.
By lunch time the pits were full and it was suggested that we take a photo to record the scene…..

…..if you can judge the health of a club by the number of members who turn up on an average Sunday, then
we look to be in pretty good shape.

New Members
We have had 4 new members since the last meeting:
Malcolm Brown
Trevor Smith
Mark Holdernesse
Robert Romanowski

New member (also our oldest member, 86 years)
New member
Old member rejoining after 2 years absence
Associate member
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Bronze Wings
Congratulation to Sean Flaherty on obtaining his wings. His flying has improved recently and it just
goes to show that the more flying time you get in…the better your flying becomes. Well done Sean.

Alan Turner’s Builders’ Forums
Mauro suggested that he put together an article about Allan’s workshop evenings, as many of us have
not been able to attend.
---------

SMAC BUILDERS’ FORUM
As we have quite a number of new members to the Strathalbyn Model Aircraft Club and a lot of members whose
memory may be fading, it is an opportune time to advise and remind all members of the activities of the “Builders’
Forum”.
For a number of years now, Alan Turner, a long-time member of the Club, has kindly opened his house and his
extensive workshop for members wanting to build from scratch, repair damaged aircraft, learn new techniques or
seek advice for anything from glues to fibre glassing, control surfaces to landing gear and everything in between, the
forum was conceived as a means for interested modellers to exchange ideas and techniques.
The forum has quite a few “master” scale builders so there is most often excellent help on the night.
At the last forum, attended by Bill Kent, Mauro Maurovic and Nick Braithwaite, Alan invited a close friend, Ron
Dunstan whose father is a member of SMAC. Rons’ a master craftsman especially with things of a fibre glass nature,
demonstrated techniques for fibre glassing and air brush spray painting and brought some examples of the work he
had completed on a giant scale P51 Mustang.

The boys pictured in front of Alan’s latest project the Piel Emeraude which is 40% Scale replica of the real aircraft,
powered by a DLE111 twin.
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Alan, Nick and Bill admiring Ben’s handywork with moulds for cowls and nacelles. Ron explained the detail of his
giant scale Mustang and how the wing was constructed and coated with an aluminium type self-adhesive coating to
replicate the real thing, the effect was stunning.

Ben’s master crafting of the scale effect of panels rivets and weathering are something to see…
The various cowl plugs and moulds are for a giant scale Boomerang Ben has underway the fuse will be glass, as will
the cowl and other sundry bits…
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The forums are very social events and after the “formal” building part, members relax and chat over tea or coffee,
cake and biscuits.
It is planned that the forum becomes a more regular event that in the past with meetings held at Alan’s home on the
first Tuesday of each month – yet to be confirmed. In the meantime, the next forum will be held on Tuesday the
3rdFebruary turn up around 7pm call Mauro or Alan 0417816254 for directions. Alan will explain and demonstrate
how to build up a wing from scratch.
I encourage members who have any issues with their aircraft or need advice on how to fix damage to bring their
aircraft along so that all members present can advise of the best approaches. Please let Alan know if you intend
coming. If you have a specific question or problem also please advise Alan so that he can be well prepared to assist.
Although we concentrate on building it’s a forum whereby members can gain knowledge and exchange ideas on all
aspects of the hobby, if you are into ARF this does not exclude you from participating.
If you have a project that is too big or not easily transported that you would like help with or indeed if you would like
to host a forum at your place feel free to suggest it.
Contact details for Alan are: 0417816254
Address: 13 Fox Hill Road Mount George 5155
Article by…..Mauro Maurovic

--------Allan’s contribution to the fostering and sharing of building techniques and skills is always greatly
appreciated by those who attend and I urge those who can make it along to do so.
Thanks Mauro for your input.
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Real Estate !
I received this letter via the club web site and have reproduced it here in case anyone is looking for a
personal flying field……
Hello,
We have a property on the Finniss-Clayton Rd for possible rent from Feb this year and I thought we would
contact you to see if any of your members are looking for a house and land to fly their RC planes.
We really would like the house/partial land to be rented by someone who appreciates the atmosphere of being
able to fly without complaints from others. My husband has alot of RC planes and helicopters as well as full
size aerobatic aircraft.
Also we have available a 15x15 hangar with workshop facilites including air con.
Please give Dave a call on either 08-8536-0159 or 0417-809-895
Regards
Susan Foord

Indoor Flying
The next indoor evening is on Saturday 7th February.

Aircraft Identification Quiz – planes worth modeling
The winner of the quiz was Sean Flaherty who correctly identified the aircraft as an………..

Arado Ar 79….so congratulations to Sean…..just shows you how handy Google is eh!.
Here’s a photo of two of them in close formation taken sometime in the late 30s when they were used
as advanced trainers with the Luftwaffe. The inset shows a typical colour scheme – some had military
markings.
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Above: General arrangement drawing downloaded from the net.
Left and below: My preliminary drawings
that I have started for a possible future
project.
At around ¼ scale, it would make a
fine flying model and a relatively easy
build, using traditional balsa/plywood
construction.
The wing is straight tapered with
reasonable tip chord and a simple ‘Clark
Y’ flat-bottomed section, with flaps full
width between the ample ailerons.
The things I like about it are:
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

Relatively easy build
Good wing area
Windscreen and canopy can be
made with flat sheet – not
moulded.
Retracts go straight up – no
angles
Plenty of room for gear in
fuselage
Good nose & tail moments
Fully cowled engine
Simple cowling shape
Built-up wing with D box
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Some model ‘vital statistics’:
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•

Span 96 inches (2.4metres)
Wing Area 1060 sq inches
Weight around 7 to 8 kilos
Wing Loading around 36 oz /sq
ft
Engine 25-30cc petrol 2 stroke
or preferably a 38-40cc petrol 4
stroke
Spinner size 50mm
Wheel size 100mm
Scale prop size 20 inch

Here are some more photos taken off the Internet showing the cockpit interior and undercarriage details.
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The only slightly different aspect of the build would be that the cockpit framing (soldered wire) would need
to be stressed members to transmit some of the engine thrust loads to the rear fuselage structure, because the
fuselage sides are cut away at the base of the windscreen (presumably to give the pilots a better view of the
ground when landing). This would not be too tricky, (really just like building a cabane structure on a
biplane) but would need soldering skills and proper jigging. The doors would be a ‘must’ to have sliding
open.
I would incorporate the wing center-section with the fuselage so that you only have to plug the
wings in to go fly. With retracts and flaps built into the main fuselage structure some weight can be saved,
and this stiffens the whole assembly too.

Have a look at this video of a restored one flying http://www.clipwings.com/external.php?video_id=874
…it will give you a good look at what these plans actually fly like.

‘Caught in the Act’ . . . . . . . of flying at the field

Above: Andrew’s Sparrowhawk on finals….”gee Mister ain’t…yer legs cold without any strides?”
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Above: Sean’s Hawker Sea Fury…also about to touch down.

Above: Nick’s new Fw190……foamies just keep getting better and better!

Above: John’s Muckalt’s colourful electric powered Fairchild Pt 19
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Above: John Saint and Bill Kent contemplate the test flight of John’s new Tiger.

Above: Stokie’s Citabria doing it’s thing

CRASH OF THE MONTH
Left: Mauro’s Wildcat after a rather swift
“arrival” last weekend.
The planned maneuver looked like a
rather big down-wind loop…..but the available
airspace didn’t quite match the required
dimensions of the maneuver…..and …er…the
ground came up rather quickly.
We saw it hit and send up a cloud of dust
and foam …and then we all watched as the close
formation of bits continued down wind for about
100 metres before coming to a standstill…!!!
We all know that they built those Wildcats
tough…well this model was no different!
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Above: Nick and Darren about to test fly Nick’s new Fw190…flies terrific.

Above: Nick again…this time taking off with his Astro-bipe.

Above: Phil Crawley’s very smooth flying PC9
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Above: Nick and Jill with Jill’s Dad over from Scotland for a visit.

Above and Below: Mauro’s shiny new Curtis P36 Mohawk is a really gentle flyer…..just goes to show that
all war-birds aren’t scary……flies in a really scale manner too….a nicely balanced combination of airframe,
engine and prop that all combine to produce a scale flying experience.
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Above: Sean with his clutch of larger models.
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Above: Keith Carter…about to rip up the sky with his Extra (I think)

Left: Mark Holdernesse’s Beechcraft T35
Mentor, which was the military version of
the Bonanza…a steady flyer.

Left: John and Keith….the ‘terrible
twin’s…caught in a lighter moment!!

Right: A more serious social meeting at the
pits……….
Oh come on….you can’t fly all the time!.
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Above: Mauro’s Skybolt………”Biplanes Rule”

Above: Nick’s new Fw190

Right: Peter Smith’s racer…..fast!
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RFDS Dinner
I am including this letter and flyer that Nick Braithwaite received from Cheryl Ludgate in case any ladies
out there might me interested in a dinner meeting at Goolwa.
Hi Nick,
Happy New Year to you and the group.
We are having a Womens Dinner on February 10 and I was wondering if any of the ladies from your club may like to
join us.
I am attaching a flyer with information regarding, date, time, cost and who the guest speaker is. These nights are
usually good fun and a nice chance to catch up with people and meet new people as well. If any of the ladies are
interested then please feel free to ask them to contact me. My contact details are on the flyer.
Happy flying
Regards
Cheryl Ludgate
President
RFDS Fleurieu Support Group

Invites you to the February 2015

Women of the Fleurieu
Dinner
At The Fleurieu Function Centre Aquatic Club
92 Barrage Road Goolwa
Tuesday February 10th – 7.00 pm for 7.30 pm
Your Guest Speaker will be
Jeanne Harrison
Jeanne Harrison is a Goolwa resident when her feet are on terra firma. Otherwise she can be
found sailing the oceans with her husband, Colin. The couple met in the Canary Islands when
both were sailing across the Atlantic Ocean. Having sailed to over 40 countries, including a
circumnavigation on her own yacht, she has many tall tales and adventurous sea stories to
share.

2 Course Meal $30
Bookings are Essential
Phone Cheryl 0408 039 057
Email cherylludgate@hotmail.com
By February 4 to secure your booking.
Please advise of any special dietary requirements at the time of booking.
Women of the Fleurieu dinners are held on a regular basis and are an initiative of the RFDS Fleurieu Support
Group. Be part of this exciting venture. Your attendance will raise funds to keep the Flying Doctor flying.
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Thanks. . . . .
I get to fly a lot of other peoples’ models – test flights are often ‘interesting’……and require
concentration and preparation to get the desired results. They sometimes raise the pulse rate a tad, and some
take all the skill and experience one can muster to get the beast back on the ground in one piece!! But once
the model is trimmed-out and flying well, the look on the face of the happy owner is thanks enough.
Mauro’s P36 Mohawk was just such a case…..the CG was just a fraction rearwards of the ‘sweet
spot’ and the model had not even left the boundaries of the field before it was dropping a wing whenever the
elevator was breather on! A very gentle turn and immediate landing was called for (gaining height was not
going to improve the situation) After adding a strip of lead weight to the inner face of the cowl opening we
tried again. This time all was well and apart from a minor aileron adjustment and a reduction in elevator
throw, she was flying sweetly and the transmitter was passed to Mauro.
Trevor Smith gave me a fly of his new Pogo racer last weekend….wow….that thing moves…! It
took me back to earlier days of pylon racing with screaming .15 nitro engines. Some wag in the pits said that
it must have really got my ‘attention’ because my feet never moved once while I was flying it…….cheek! ☺
Thanks guys for letting me fly your prized possessions…….

Next General Meeting – Tuesday 27th January
See you at the Great Eastern Hotel - Littlehampton…..6.00 for a meal…..meeting starts at 7.00.
I’m the guest speaker – giving a short presentation on my approach to scale model construction and
preparation of drawings.
I’ll bring along my laptop and project my AutoCAD drawings and other sketches.
See you all there.
Cheers
Paul
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